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Abstract— With the growing number of sophisticated deep 

learning algorithms and fake video generation applications, it is 

now possible to create highly realistic deepfake videos. Faceswap 

is the most commonly employed deepfakes approach, which is 

challenging to detect due to variations in the facial skin tone, 

illumination conditions, presence of accessories like glasses on 

the face, compression artifacts, etc. Existing local texture 

descriptors have achieved better performance on face 

recognition applications; however, they compute only the 

limited directional information while ignoring the magnitude 

details. This motivated us to develop a robust local texture 

descriptor to extract more directional and magnitude details 

from the adjacent pixels to effectively represent the video 

frames. For this purpose, we proposed a robust multi-directional 

hexadecimal feature descriptor (MDHFD) by combining the 

local hexadecimal pattern (LHeXDP) and Local Adjacent 

Neighborhood Magnitude Pattern (LANMP). LHeXDP 

calculates the orientation-based pattern by computing 1st- and 

2nd-order derivatives at 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° angles from each 

center pixel. LANMP computes the magnitude information from 

each central pixel to its adjacent pixels in horizontal, vertical, 

diagonal, and diagonal-back directions. Histograms of both the 

LHeXDP and LANMP are fused to compute a multi-directional 

feature vector, which is used to train a support vector machine 

to classify between the original or faceswap deepfakes video. We 

measured the performance of our system on the challenging 

faceswap subset of a diverse and large-scale Face Forensic++ 

and World Leaders datasets. Experimental results illustrate that 

the proposed method outperforms state-of-art methods for the 

detection of faceswap deepfakes.  

   Keywords— Deepfakes, faceswap, LHeXDP, LANMP, 

magnitude-based patterns, orientation-based patterns, SVM. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In recent years, artificial intelligence-based tools and 

applications have made it easier to create convincing 

synthetic multimedia content like speech, images, and videos. 

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [3] and 

convolutional autoencoders [4] enable more accurate facial 

landmark identification, segmentation, and posture 

estimation. All these sophisticated deep learning techniques 

are now leading to generate highly realistic synthetic videos 

known as deepfakes. These deepfakes videos can be 

entertaining but can also use as an act of revenge and 

disinformation. The emergence of deepfakes in recent years 

has created much sensation globally due to its usage in 

spreading disinformation, disrupting government 

functioning, financial frauds, a threat to democracy, national 

security, etc. Among all types of deepfakes, faceswap is 

widely used to create synthetic videos that include replacing 

the face of a source person with that of the target person. Face 

swapping applications such as FakeApp [1] and Faceswap 

[2], have made it easier and faster to create deepfakes with 

more convincing results. Faceswap-oriented deepfakes are 

created to defame the reputation of famous people by 

portraying forged images and videos [5] or spreading 

disinformation for political revenge. Existing literature on 

faceswap-based deepfakes detection has explored various 

state-of-the-art hand-crafted descriptors-based approaches 

and end-to-end deep learning approaches. 

Existing techniques [6-15] have used different 

handcrafted and local feature descriptors for faceswap 

detection. In [6], the faceswap detection method based on 

texture orientation and CNN was presented to increase the 

uniformity, but the performance of this system degrades when 

the diversity of the images increases. In [7], the SURF 

descriptor was used with the support vector machine (SVM) 

classifier for faceswap detection, but this approach is unable 

to recognize the manipulated videos. In [8], weighted local 

magnitude patterns were used with the SVM to detect the face 

swap deepfakes. A faceswapped dataset was also proposed 

for performance evaluation in [8], this method captures the 

details of spatial information but unable to capture the 

temporal features. In [9], 3D heads positions inferred from 2D 

facial landmarks were used to train the SVM classifier for 

recognition. This method [9] is unable to perform well on the 

blurred frames. Multimedia stream descriptors with the SVM 

were proposed in [10, 11] for the detection of synthetic faces, 

but this method was unable to detect the re-encoded videos. 

In [12], landmark features were used to train the SVM for 

deepfake detection and evaluated on a custom dataset of five 

US politicians. A deep vision algorithm was proposed in [13] 

to detect GAN-generated videos based on the duration of the 

intervened eye-blinking. In [14], the EAR method was used 

for facial landmarks identification of real-time eye blinking, 

but this system is unable to predict the frames having frequent 

eye blinking. The method in [13] provides better performance 

over [14], however unable to perform well on the videos that 

contain faces having irregular eye blinking patterns.  

      Existing approaches [15-22] have employed various DL-

based techniques for faceswap deepfakes detection. In [15], 

a machine learning-based algorithm was proposed for face 

swap detection but failed to detect closed eye frames of FF++ 

videos. In [16], different pre-trained deep learning models 

were used i.e., ResNet50, Inception-V3, VGG-19, and VGG-

16 for real and fake face detection datasets using Error level 

analysis features. It is to be noted that the performance of 

VGG-16 is better than all other pre-trained models for forgery 

recognition. In [17], different local descriptors i.e., LBP, 

LPQ, SIFT, and SURF were used for deepfakes detection. In 
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Fig.1. Architecture of Proposed Method.

[18], an end-to-end CNN model was employed for face frame 

detection using the bounded box regression. Performance of 

this method [18] degrades on the frames having non-frontal 

facial exposure. Vulnerabilities of VGG-16 and Face Net-

based faceswap recognition systems were investigated in [19] 

and the results concluded that GAN-generated images are 

more difficult to recognize. In [20], deep features were used 

for deepfakes detection, however, unable to perform well on 

low-quality videos. In [21], CNN-based deep features were 

used for faceswap detection, but detection accuracy degrades 

on the unseen data. In [22], frame-level features were 

extracted using CNN and used to train the SVM for deepfakes 

detection. This method [22] was unable to perform better on 

the compressed videos. In [23], a comprehensive review of all 

major types of deepfakes, specially faceswap generation and 

detection is presented in detail. 

      Literature shows that existing techniques, especially local 

descriptors [17] are unable to detect face swapped deepfakes 

on unseen data [7] and GAN-generated videos [12]. Methods 

based on local texture descriptors [17] like LBP, SURF, and 

LTP compute only limited directional information and 

disregard the magnitude information. The performance of 

these descriptors can be further improved by gathering more 

directional and higher-magnitude information. Our 

motivation was to develop a robust local texture descriptor by 

capturing more directional and higher-magnitude details from 

the adjacent pixels to effectively represent the frames of real 

and faceswap videos. The following are the significant 

contributions of this work: 

1. We propose a novel multi-directional hexadecimal 

feature descriptor (MDHFD) to effectively capture the 

texture orientation and magnitude information from the 

video frames.  

2. We propose an effective faceswap deepfakes detection 

system that is robust on videos containing variations of 

the facial skin tone of people having different races, 

illumination conditions, presence of accessories like 

glasses on the face, and loss of details due to 

compressed video resolution.                
3. Rigorous experimentation was performed on two 

diverse deepfakes datasets including the cross-corpora 

evaluation to test the generalizability of our method. 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

    This section provides a discussion on the proposed method 

for faceswap deepfakes detection. The architecture of the 

proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1.  

A. Face detection 

      We used Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Networks 

(MTCNN) [18] for frame-level extraction. MTCNN is 

designed to detect and extract only the face portion from the 

input video. The method detects the facial landmark 

locations, coarse to fine details such as the eyes, nose, and 

mouth. In comparison with other face detectors like Haar 

Cascade, MTCNN detects the faces precisely in the presence 

of occlusion and varying illumination conditions. 

B. Feature extraction 

After face detection from the input video frames, we 

obtain the frames containing the frontal faces exposure. Next, 

we need to better capture the traits of these facial images in 

real and fake videos. For this purpose, we propose a novel 

local texture descriptor MDHFD to extract the multi-

directional texture features from each frame. The details of 

the proposed descriptor are given in the subsequent section. 

1) Multi-directional hexadecimal feature descriptor 

     To better capture the attributes of real and fake images 

from the extracted facial frames, we propose a novel feature 

extractor, a multi-directional hexadecimal feature descriptor 

for frame representation. The proposed descriptor is 

comprised of the direction and magnitude-based features. The 

orientation patterns effectively extract discriminative 

information from the frames and compute directional 

information by taking derivative from the center pixel to its 

neighbouring horizontal, diagonal, diagonal back, and 

vertical derivatives.  Furthermore, we compute the patterns 

based on magnitude which captures additional useful 

information. Each resultant feature vector is a combination of 

magnitude and orientation patterns. 

To calculate the orientation, we employed a local 

hexadecimal feature descriptor (LHeXDP). For a given frame 

F (x, y), we compute the 1st order derivative at the grayscale 

value of the surrounding pixels along with directions, as 

shown in (1). The frame is translated into 16 different values 

from which the directions are determined. We construct 
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texture orientation-based pattern for each pixel by comparing 

the 1st order derivatives of the center pixel direction with the 

directions of all the eight surrounding neighbors. After that, 

the orientation pattern is subdivided into 16 binary patterns 

by division of 2nd order derivatives. Similarly, for the nth  

directional pattern, the derivatives of surrounding directions 

are computed by taking the difference with the center pixel.  

                                  𝐹𝛼
1 (𝑑ℎ,𝑑,𝑣,𝑑𝑏)|𝛼 = 00, 450, 900, 1350    () 

     In (1), (𝑑ℎ,𝑑,𝑣,𝑑𝑏) represents the direction from the center 

pixel to adjacent pixels that are horizontal, diagonal, vertical, 

and diagonal back. Total 16 values are computed w.r.t the 

center pixel. 𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟
1  (𝑑𝑠)|𝑠=1…,8 represents 8 surrounding pixels 

with respect to 3×3 adjacent pixels. 

     Taking the 2nd order derivative of the central pixel, we 

obtained 8-bit directions with all the eight neighbouring 

directions (s=1-8) using the (2) and (3). Furthermore, the 

directional pattern is separated into 15 binary patterns. The 

central pixel with its corresponding pixels is computed using 

the (1). The 2nd order is distributed into 16 binary patterns 

computed as shown in (4). In this way, we calculate the 

directional patterns. 

 𝐿𝐻𝑋𝐷𝑃2 = {
𝑇1(𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟

1 . (𝑑𝑐). 𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟
1 . (𝑑1)). 𝑇1(𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟

1 . (𝑑𝑐). 𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟
1 . (𝑑2)) …

… , .  𝑇1(𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟
1 . (𝑑𝑐). 𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟

1 . (𝑑𝑠))|𝑠=8

 }   (2)  

𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟
1 (𝑑𝑐) × 𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟

1 (𝑑𝑠) = {
0, 𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟

1 . (𝑑𝑐) = 𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟
1 . (𝑑𝑠)         

𝐹𝑑𝑖𝑟
1 . (𝑑𝑠),                    𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

         (3) 

     𝐿𝐻𝑋𝐷𝑃2|𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,15,16                

= ∑ 2(𝑠−1)

𝑠

𝑠=0

𝑥 𝑇1(𝐿𝐻𝑋𝐷𝑃2(𝑑𝑐))|𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠= ∝                               (4) 

      For magnitude information, we compute the magnitude-

based Local Adjacent Neighborhood Magnitude Pattern 

(LANMP) using the horizontal, diagonal, and vertical by 

taking 1st order derivatives that captures edge information of 

each frame in detailed.  

 𝑀1
1. (𝑑𝑠)

= √(𝐹00
1 (𝑑𝑠))

2

+ (𝐹450
1 (𝑑𝑠))

2

+ (𝐹1050
1 (𝑑𝑠))

2

+ (𝐹1350
1 (𝑑𝑠))

2

             (5) 

𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑀𝑃2 = ∑ 2(𝑠−1)

𝑠

𝑠=1

 × 𝑅 (𝑀1
1. (𝑑𝑠) − 𝑀1

1. (𝑑𝑐))|𝑠=8             (6) 

            𝑅(𝑥) = {
1,                  𝑥 > = 0       
0,                    𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

                                  () 

    In (7), R is the function that discriminates between the 

magnitude of surrounding neighbors’ pixels and the center 

pixel based on parameter x. The magnitude descriptor assigns 

a value of 1 if the magnitude of the surrounding pixel is higher 

than the magnitude of central pixel. After extracting the local 

patterns (LHXDP and LANMP) of each frame, we obtain the 

histogram of both patterns. The proposed MDHDF is formed 

by fused histograms of LHXDP and LANMP. 

              Hist𝑀𝐷𝐻𝐹𝐷 =    [Hist𝐿𝐻𝑋𝐷𝑃||Hist𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑀𝑃]              (8) 

C. Classification 

     We employed SVM with the proposed descriptor for the 

classification of the original and face swapped videos. The 

reason we adopted the SVM is that it has the optimization 

property of achieving a global minimum and has a property 

to map non-linearly separable data into higher space. We used 

Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel approach as the data 

represented by the feature descriptor was not linearly 

separable. This kernel is suitable for the linear separation of 

higher dimensions. SVM adopted the labelled frames from 

the training set and performance for the classifier was 

evaluated on the unseen data. We also used other classifiers 

like Bagged Trees Ensemble, Fine Tree, and Narrow Neural 

Network, but SVM achieved better results comparatively. For 

experimentation using the SVM, we set the kernel function to 

gaussian, box constraint level to 1, one vs one multiclass 

method, and kernel scale to 4.5, as we attained the best results 

on these settings. 

III. EXPERIMENT SETUP 

     This section presents the details of dataset and different 

experiments conducted to measure the performance of our 

method.   

A. Dataset 

     We evaluated the performance of the proposed method on 

the original and face swapped subset of a challenging Face 

Forensics++ dataset (FF++) [22] and World Leaders dataset 

(WLDR) [12]. FF++ subsets comprised of 1000 original and 

faceswap videos sequences. The data was gathered from 977 

YouTube videos. Each video in a subset contains one person 

having a non-occlusion frontal face but it is challenging due 

to variations in the face skin tone of people having different 

races, illumination conditions, presence of accessories like 

glasses on the face, loss of details due to compressed video 

resolution. WLDR dataset [12] is comprised of YouTube 

videos of world-famous leaders (Obama, Clinton, Trump, 

etc.) having their original, comedic impersonators, faceswap, 

and lip-sync subsets. We evaluated our proposed model on 

the faceswap subset of the WLDR dataset. Leaders are talking 

throughout the video segments; each video contained only 

one face, and the camera was stationary with slight variations 

in zooming. We split both datasets into 80:20, where 80% of 

the frames are used for training and rest 20% for the testing. 

B. Performance Evaluation of proposed method  

      To evaluate the effectiveness of our method for faceswap 

deepfakes detection, we designed an experiment to evaluate 

the performance of our method on the original and faceswap 

subset on both the FF++ and the WLDR datasets. We resized 

all frames to 300 × 300 and extracted the features using our 

MDHFD for both the training and testing set. These features 

are then used to train the SVM classifier for video deepfakes 

detection. SVM produce a better result on proposed MDHFD 

features using a gaussian kernel. More specifically, we 

achieved an accuracy of 92.3% and AUC of 0.99 on the FF++ 

dataset, whereas achieved an accuracy of 96.9% and AUC of 

1.00 on the WLDR dataset.  

C. Confusion Matrix Analysis 

 

    To better investigate the false-acceptance and rejection 

scenarios, we designed a confusion matrix analysis to depict 

the classification performance of our method on both datasets 

as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. From the classification details 

presented in Fig. 2, we can see that our method incorrectly 
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Fig. 2. Confusion Matrix of a Proposed Method on FF++ dataset. 

classifies only 208 samples as fake and 1340 samples as real 

on the FF++ dataset. The 12% false-negative rate signifies a 

remarkable recall rate of 87.9% achieved by the proposed 

method. Similarly, 2% of false positives show a better 

precision rate of 97.9%. For the WLDR dataset, our method 

incorrectly classifies only 19 samples as fake and 599 samples 

as real. Moreover, our method achieved a recall rate of 94.3% 

with a 0.05% false-negative rate. Similarly, 0.02% false 

positives show the best precision rate of 99.8% of our method 

for faceswap deepfakes detection. 

D. ROC Curve Analysis 

    In order to determine the capability of our proposed model 

to differentiate between the original and faceswap samples we 

created the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve. 

From the ROC curves in Figs. 4. and 5, it can be observed that 

due to the directional and magnitude nature of the proposed 

descriptor with the SVM classifier, it attains higher results. 

From Table I, the AUC of the proposed method on both the 

FF++ and the WLDR datasets using different classifiers can 

be observed. Using SVM with proposed features we achieved 

the best AUC of 0.99 on the FF++ dataset. Whereas the 

Bagged Trees Ensemble, Narrow Neural Network, KNN, and 

Decision Tree achieved the AUC of 0.97, 0.94, 0.92, and 

0.82, respectively. On the WLDR dataset, we achieved the 

best AUC of 1.00 with SVM, whereas the Bagged Trees 

Ensemble, Narrow Neural Network, KNN, and Decision 

Trees achieved AUC of 1.00, 1.00, 0.99, and 0.98, 

respectively. 

  
Fig. 4.  ROC curve of Proposed Method on WLDR Dataset. 

 

Fig.3. Confusion Matrix of a Proposed Method on WLDR dataset. 

E. Performance comparison with other classifiers 

To evaluate the performance of SVM against other 

classifiers for faceswap deepfakes detection, we designed an 

experiment to test the performance of our MDHFD descriptor 

on various conventional machine learning and deep learning 

classifiers. More precisely, in Table I, we compared the 

performance of SVM with these classifiers i.e., Bagged Trees 

Ensemble, Narrow Neural Network, KNN, and Decision 

Trees. We employed our MDHFD features to train each 

classifier separately. From this experiment, we observed that 

on FF++, SVM performed the best in comparison with other 

classifiers by achieving an accuracy of 92.3%. Whereas the 

Bagged Trees Ensemble, Narrow Neural Network, and KNN 

achieved an accuracy of 89.9%, 85.49%, and 80.4%, 

respectively. The decision trees tune at a fine level attained 

the lowest accuracy of 77.3%. Similarly, on the WLDR 

dataset, SVM achieved the highest accuracy of 96.9%, 

whereas, the Bagged Trees Ensemble, Narrow Neural 

Network, KNN, and Decision Trees achieved an accuracy of 

95.6%, 95.5%, 94.5%, and 91.9%, respectively. The decision 

trees with both datasets especially on FF++ produce the 

lowest accuracy than other classifiers because decision trees 

are more prone to overfitting. The overall accuracies of both 

datasets using different classifiers can be seen in Table I. 

F. Cross-Corpora Evaluation 

     To test the generalizability of our method, we designed a 

two-stage cross-corpora evaluation experiment using the 

proposed features. In the first stage of this experiment, we  
 

 

Fig. 5.  ROC curve of Proposed Method on FF++ Dataset. 
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TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD ON 

DATASETS USING DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS. 

 

used WLDR dataset to train our model and evaluated it on the 

FF++ dataset. We achieved 98.8% training accuracy but 

attain a less accurate result of 49.6% and an AUC of 0.69 on 

the test set. In the second stage of this experiment, we used 

the FF++ dataset for training and the WLDR dataset for 

testing and achieved an accuracy of 93.4% on training but 

attained less accurate results of 50% accuracy and 0.50 AUC 

on the test set. Cross-corpora experiments attained lower 

results because both FF++ and WLDR dataset are different 

from each other. For instance, videos are diverse in terms of 

illumination and occlusion conditions, presence of 

accessories like glasses on the face, and loss of details due to 

compressed video resolution. 

G. Performance evaluation with Contemporary methods 

     To analyse the effectiveness of the proposed method for 

deepfakes detection, we compared it with the existing state-

of-art methods [8,9,10,12,13,15,16,21,22], and the results are 

shown in Table II. AUC of [15] is 0.78, which is worst in 

comparison with other methods, while [10] performed the 

second-best having different AUC on different classifiers; 

however, the proposed method outperforms with 0.99 AUC 

on the FF++ dataset and 1.00 AUC on the WLDR dataset. 

Similarly, the accuracy of [21] is the worst, and [8] achieved 

the second-best accuracy, whereas the proposed method 

achieved the best accuracy of 92% on the FF++ dataset and 

96.9% on the WLDR dataset, respectively. From this 

comparative analysis, it can be determined that our proposed 

method achieves superior detection performance over the 

contemporary methods. Therefore, we claim that the 

proposed method (MDHFD-SVM) can effectively be used to 

classify the faceswap deepfakes detection. 

VI . CONCLUSION  

     In this research work, we have presented a novel texture 

feature descriptor to reliably capture the orientation and 

magnitude-oriented details from the input video frames that 

are then used to detect the faceswap deepfakes. The proposed 

method better addresses the problem of faceswap-based 

deepfakes detection under challenging conditions such as 

variations in the face skin tone of people having different 

races, illumination conditions, presence of accessories like 

glasses on the face, etc. We evaluated the performance of the  

proposed method on the faceswap subset of Face Forensics++ 

and the WLDR dataset that contains all the aforementioned 

challenges. Experimental results on both datasets illustrate 

the effectiveness of the proposed method over the state-of-

the-art methods for better detection of faceswap deepfakes. In 

the future, we plan to extend our work to detect multiple types 

of deepfakes and will try to improve our results on cross-

corpora evaluation. 

TABLE II.      PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD 

WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS. 
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